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Abstract: Solving dense symmetric eigenvalue problems and computing singular value decompositions continue to be
two of the most dominating tasks in numerous scientific applications . With the advent of multiprocessor computer
systems, the design of efficient parallel algorithms to determine these solutions becomes of paramount importance . In
this paper, we discuss two fundamental approaches for determining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of dense
symmetric matrices on machines such as the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY X-MP. One approach capitalizes upon the
inherent parallelism offered by Jacobi methods, while the other relies upon
an efficient reduction to tridiagonal form
via Householder's transformations followed by a multisectioning technique to obtain the eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the corresponding symmetric tridiagonal matrix
. For the singular value decomposition, we discuss an efficient
method for rectangular matrices in which the number of rows is substantially
larger or smaller than the number of
columns. This scheme performs an initial orthogonal factorization using block Householder transformation, followed
by a parallel one-sided Jacobi method to obtain the singular values and singular
vectors of the resulting upper-triangu-
lar matrix . Exceptional performance for this SVD scheme is demonstrated
for tall matrices of full or deficient rank
having clustered or multiple singular values . A hybrid
method that combines one- and two-sided Jacobi schemes is
also discussed . Performance results for each of the above algorithms on the Alliant
FX/8 and CRAY X-MP computer
systems will be presented with particular emphasis given to speedups obtained over such classical
EISPACK
algorithms .
Keywords : Alliant FX/8, algorithms, dense, decomposition, eigenvalue, CRAY X-MP, multiprocessor, parallel,
singular value, symmetric .
1. Introduction
In this paper we present an overview of two fundamental approaches for solving dense
symmetric eigensystems on a multiprocessor . The first approach, discussed in Section 2, is based
upon Jacobi diagonalization methods which offer good parallelism for machines such as the
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Alliant FX/8. Two- and one-sided Jacobi schemes are discussed with the latter motivated by the
computation of the singular value decomposition (SVD) . The second approach, discussed in
Section 3, couples an efficient reduction to tridiagonal form via Householder's transformations
with a multisectioning strategy for determining the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the corre-
sponding symmetric tridiagonal matrix .
In Section 5 we present a multiprocessor scheme for determining the SVD of an m X n-matrix
in which m » n or n >> m. This method employs an initial orthogonal factorization using block
Householder transformations and then determines the singular values and singular vectors of the
resulting upper-triangular matrix via the one-sided Jacobi method discussed in Section 2. Before
our concluding remarks, we discuss possible hybrid SVD algorithms that may be derived from
our scheme .
In Sections 4 and 6 we compare the performance of our algorithms with that of the classical
algorithms implemented in EISPACK on the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY X-MP computer systems .
The Alliant FX/8 consists of 8 processors with Weitek vector chips, each of them capable of
delivering about 11 .8 Mflops, allowing a peak rate of about 94 .9 Mflops. The processors are
connected by a concurrency control bus (used as a synchronization facility) and they share a 32
Mbyte main memory as well as a 128 Kbyte cache . The bandwidth between main memory and
processors is half of that between cache and processors . Each processor possesses 8 32-element
vector registers. The multi-cluster CEDAR computer system [22], under development at the
University of Illinois at Urbana consists of 4 clusters of processors, where each cluster is a
slightly modified Alliant FX/8 (see Fig . 1) .
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Fig. 1 . Architecture of the Alliant FX/8 (1 CEDAR cluster) .
2. Jacobi methods
2.1 . Two-sided Jacobi scheme (2JAC)
Consider the standard eigenvalue problem
Ax = Ax,
	
(2 .1)
where A is a real n X n-dense symmetric matrix. One of the best unknown methods for
determining all the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of (2.1) was developed by the nineteenth
century mathematician, Jacobi. We recall that Jacobi's sequential method reduces the matrix A
to diagonal form by an infinite sequence of plane rotations
Ak+t-UkAkUT, k=1,2, . . .,
where A l A and Uk = Uk (i, j,
0k)
is a rotation of the (i, j)-plane where
ak=1(lj=C k =COSB
k
and ilk= - Ui,=Sk =sin9,j .
The angle 9,'
j
is determined so that a7' = a '
i
+' = 0, or
2
k
tan 2Bk =
	
a,
j
ej ak-a
where 1B,'
For numerical stability, we determine the plane rotation by
1
ck =	 and
Sk = Cktk
k
,
~1 + t
where tk is the smaller root (in magnitude) of the quadratic equation
tk + 2ak t k - 1 = 0, ak =cot 2Btj .
Hence, tk may be written as
sign a k
tk =
~akI+171+ak
Each A
k + 1
remains symmetric and differs from A
k
only in rows and columns i and j, where the
modified elements are given by
ak+1 = a
k + tkak.,
11 21
k+1 _
a "l
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k
and
a;
+t
=cka +ska„ (2 .2)
11
- Sk aU + ck (2 .3)
in which r # i, j. If we represent A k by
A k =Dk +Ek +Ek , (2 .4)
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where Dk is diagonal and Ek is strictly upper triangular, then 11 Ek 11 F approaches zero, and Ak
approaches the diagonal matrix A=diag(A l , A 2 , . . ., A„) (11 -11
r
denotes the Frobenius norm) .
Similarly, the transpose of the product (Uk . . • U2U,) approaches a matrix whose jth column is
the eigenvector corresponding to A . .
Several schemes are possible for selecting the sequence of elements ak to be eliminated via the
plane rotations Uk . Unfortunately, Jacobi's original scheme, which consists of sequentially
searching for the largest off-diagonal element, is too time consuming for implementation on a
multiprocessor . Instead, a simpler scheme in which the off-diagonal elements (i, j) are annihi-
lated in the cyclic fashion (1, 2), (1, 3), . . ., (1, n), (2, 3)__(2, n ), . . . , (n - 1, n) is usually
adopted as its convergence is assured [13] . We refer to each sequence of n rotations as a sweep .
Furthermore, quadratic convergence for this sequential cyclic Jacobi scheme has been well
documented (see [32,35]) . Convergence usually occurs within 6 to 10 sweeps, i.e ., from 3n 2 to 5n2
Jacobi rotations . Recently, Luk and Park [26,27] have demonstrated that various parallel Jacobi
rotation ordering schemes are equivalent to the sequential row ordering scheme, and hence share
the same convergence properties .
A parallel version of this cyclic Jacobi algorithm is obtained by the simultaneous annihilation
of several off-diagonal elements by a given Uk rather than only one as is done in the serial
version. For example, let A be of order 8 and consider the orthogonal matrix U k as the direct
sum of 4 independent plane rotations, where the c ;'s and s;'s for i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are simultaneously
determined . An example of such a matrix is
Rk (1, 3) ® R k (2, 4) e R k (5, 7) a Rk (6, 8),
where Rk (i, j) is that rotation which annihilates the (i, j) off-diagonal element
. If we consider
one sweep to be a collection of orthogonal similarity transformations that annihilate the element
in each of the ;n(n-1) off-diagonal positions (above the main diagonal) only once, then for a
matrix of order 8 the first sweep will consist of 8 successive orthogonal transformations with
each one annihilating distinct groups of 4 elements simultaneously . For the remaining sweeps,
the structure of each subsequent transformation U k' k > 8, is chosen to be the same as that of Ui
where j = 1 + (k - 1) mod 8. In general, the most efficient annihilation scheme consists of
(2r - 1) similarity transformations per sweep, where r = [
2
'(n + 1)], in which each transformation
annihilates different [Zn] off-diagonal elements (see [30]) . Although several annihilation schemes
are possible, the Jacobi algorithm we present below utilizes an annihilation scheme which
requires a minimal amount of indexing for computer implementation .
Algorithm 2JAC .
Step 1 . (Apply orthogonal similarity transformations via Uk
for current sweep) .
1(a) . For k = 1, 2, 3, . . . , n -1 (serial loop)
simultaneously annihilate elements in positions (i, .j), where
i=1,2,3, . . .,l'(n-k)],
~j=(n-k+2)-i,
and additionally for k > 2,
(i=(n-k+2), (n-k+3), . . .,n-[2'k,
lj=(2n-k+2)-i .
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1(b) . For k = n
simultaneously annihilate elements in positions (i, j), where
1
i=2,3, . . ,[zn],
lj=(n+2)-i .
Step 2. (Convergence test) .
2(a) . Compute
II
Dk
II F
and
II Ek II F
(see (2.4)) .
2(b) . If
11
Ej. 11
F
< tolerance,
IIDkIIF
then stop .
Otherwise, go to Step 1 to begin next sweep .
We note that this algorithm requires n similarity transformations per sweep for a dense real
symmetric matrix of order n (n may be even or odd) . Each Uk is the direct sum of either [
2
'n] or
I,' (n - 1)] plane rotations, depending on whether k is odd or even, respectively . The annihilation
pattern for n = 8 is shown in Fig. 2, where the integer
k denotes an element annihilation via Uk .
In the annihilation of a particular (i, j)-element in Step I above, we update the off-diagonal
elements in rows and columns i and j as specified by (2.2) and (2.3) . With regard to storage
requirements, it would be advantageous to modify only those row or column entries above the
main diagonal and utilize the guaranteed symmetry of A k . However, to take advantage of the
vectorization supported by machines such as the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY X-MP, we disregard
the symmetry of A k and operate with full vectors on the entirety of rows and columns i and j in
(2.2) and (2.3), i .e ., we are using a full matrix scheme . To avoid the necessity of synchronization
on the Alliant FX/8, all row changes specified by the
['-i n] or [
2
'(n -1)] plane rotations for a
given Uk are performed concurrently with one processor updating a unique pair of rows . After all
row changes are completed, we perform the analogous column changes in the same manner . The
product of the Ui's, which eventually yields the eigenvectors for A, is accumulated in a separate
two-dimensional array by applying (2.2) and (2.3) to the n X n-identity matrix.
In Step 2, we monitor the convergence of the algorithm by using the ratio of the computed
norms to measure the systematic decrease in the relative magnitudes of the off-diagonal elements
with respect to the relative magnitudes of the diagonal elements . For double precision accuracy
Fig. 2. Annihilation scheme for 2JAC .
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in the eigenvalues and eigenvectors, a tolerance of order 10 -16 will suffice for Step 2(b) . If we
assume convergence (see [27]), this multiprocessor algorithm can be shown to converge quadrati-
cally by following the work of Henrici [18] and Wilkinson [35] .
2.2. One-sided Jacobi scheme (IJAC)
If A in (2.1) is not only symmetric but also definite, it is considerably more efficient to apply a
one-sided Jacobi method which in effect only postmultiplies A by plane rotations . The derivation
of the one-sided Jacobi method is motivated by the singular value decomposition of rectangular
matrices . Specifically, suppose A is a real m X n-matrix with m >> n and rank A = r . The
singular value decomposition of A can be defined as
A = UXVT, (2.6)
where U TU = V T V =1„ and .1 = diag(at , . . . , a.), a, > 0 for 1 c i < r, CF
.
= 0 for j >, r + 1 . The
first r columns of the orthonormal matrix U and the orthogonal matrix V define the orthonor-
malized eigenvectors associated with the r nonzero eigenvalues of AA T or ATA .
As indicated in [31] for a ring of processors, using a method based on the one-sided iterative
orthogonalization method of Hestenes (see also [21,28]) is an efficient way to compute the
decomposition (2.6). Luk [25] recommended this singular value decomposition scheme on the
Illiac IV, and corresponding systolic algorithms associated with two-sided schemes have been
presented in [4] and [5]. We now consider a few modifications to the scheme discussed in [31] for
the determination of (2.6) on the Alliant FX/8 .
Our main goal is to determine an orthogonal matrix V where V is n X r, so that
A
V = Q = (9„ 421 .
. .
. 4 .), (2
.7)
and
gTg3
= a,2s;
J
,
where the columns of A are orthogonal and 6;, is the Kronecker-delta . We then may write Q as
Q=CX withUTU=1„ and X=diag(a t	a,),
and hence
A = UXVT.
We construct the matrix V via the plane rotations
(a„ a1)[s
Csf
= (ail a1), t<j,
so that
,ITa
= 0
and 11a 1 11 2 >!Ij,11,, (2 .8)
where a, designates the ith column of matrix A . This is accomplished by choosing
or
c=(-2yYl
~2
and
r _ 1 /2
s=~
Y 2Y
~I
and
if ,B > 0, (2 .9)
if # < 0, (2 .10)
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where a =2aTa , ,B =
II
aj
Ila ,
and y = (a z + /32) 1/2 . Note that (2.8) requires the columns of Q to
decrease in norm from left to right, and hence the resulting a, to be in monotonic nonincreasing
order. Several schemes can be used to select the order of the (i, j)-plane rotations . Following the
annihilation pattern of the off-diagonal elements in the sequential Jacobi algorithm mentioned in
Section 1, we could certainly orthogonalize the columns in the same cyclic fashion and thus
perform the one-sided orthogonalization serially. This process is iterative with each sweep
consisting of Zn(n - 1) plane rotations selected in cyclic fashion .
By adopting the ordering of the annihilation scheme in 2JAC, we obtain a parallel version of
the one-sided Jacobi method for computing the singular value decomposition on a multi-
processor. For example, let n = 8 and m > n so that in each sweep of our one-sided Jacobi
algorithm we simultaneously orthogonalize pairs of columns of A (see Fig . 2) . For example, for
n = 8 we can orthogonalize the pairs (1, 8), (2, 7), (3, 6), (4, 5) simultaneously via postmultiplica-
tion by a matrix V, which consists of the direct sum of 4 plane rotations . In general, each Vk will
have the same form as Uk so that at the end of any particular sweep s, we have
V.=VVz . . .
V,
and hence
V=VV . . . V„
where t is the number of sweeps required for convergence .
Algorithm 1JAC .
Step 1. (Postmultiply matrix A by orthogonal matrix Vk for current sweep) .
1(a) . Initialize the convergence counter, istop, to zero .
1(b) . For k = 1, 2, 3	n - 1 (serial loop)
simultaneously orthogonalize the column pairs (i, j), where i and j are given by 1(a)
in Step 1 of 2JAC, provided that for each (i, j) we have
(a ai
z
)
> tolerance, (2.12)
(aTa,)(aTa j)
and i, j e { k I k < k .,,), where km;,, is the minimal column index k such that
I
ak
Il2
< tolerance .
Upon the termination of 1JAC, r = rank A = km;,, . Note: if (2.12)
is not satisfied for any particular pair (i, j), then istop is incremented by 1 and that
rotation is not performed .
1(c) . For k = n
simultaneously orthogonalize the column pairs (i, j), where i and j are given by 1(b)
in Step I of 2JAC .
Step 2 . (Convergence test) .
If istop =
i
n (n - 1), then compute a, = i (A TA )„ , i = 1, 2, . . ., km ;,, = r . and stop .
Otherwise, go to beginning of Step 1 to start next sweep.
In the orthogonalization of columns in Step I we are implementing the plane rotations
specified by (2.9) and (2.10), and hence guaranteeing the ordering of column norms and singular
values upon termination . Whereas 2JAC must update rows and columns following each similar-
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ity transformation, 1JAC performs only postmultiplication of A by each Vk and hence the plane
rotation (i, j) changes only the elements in columns i and j of matrix A . The changed elements
can be represented by
a
k+l
=car +sa
i l
(2 .13)
a~
+1
= -sak + c (2 .14)
where a, denotes the i th column of matrix A, and c, s are determined by either (2.9) or (2.10) .
Since no row accesses are required and no columns are interchanged, one would expect good
performance for this method on a machine such as the Alliant FX/8 which can apply vector
operations to compute (2 .13) and (2.14) . As with 2JAC, no synchronization among processors is
required for the implementation on multiprocessors . Each processor is assigned one rotation and
hence orthogonalizes one pair of the n columns of matrix A .
Following the convergence test used in [28], in Step 2 we count the number of times the
quantity
aTa
i
~aTa % )(aia i )
falls, in any sweep, below a given tolerance . The algorithm terminates when the counter istop
reaches zn(n-1), the total number of column pairs, after any sweep . Upon termination, the
first r columns of the matrix A are overwritten by the matrix Q from (2.7) and hence the
nonzero singular values a; can be obtained via the r square roots of the first r diagonal entries of
A'A . The matrix U1 in (2.6), which contains the leading r left singular vectors of the original
matrix A, is readily obtained by column scaling of the resulting matrix A (now overwritten by
Q = UI) by the nonzero singular values a; . Similarly, the matrix V, which contains the right
singular vectors of the original matrix A, is obtained as in (2 .11) as the product of the orthogonal
Vk's . This product is accumulated in a separate two-dimensional array by applying the rotations
specified by (2 .13) and (2 .14) to the n x n-identity matrix . It is important to note that the use of
the ratio in (2 .15) is preferable over the use of aTa, since this dotproduct is necessarily small for
relatively small singular values . On the Alliant FX/8 computer, the number of sweeps required
for convergence using (2.15) ranged between 3 to 8 for a tolerance of order 10" 14 .
Although our derivation of 1JAC concerned the singular value decomposition of rectangular
matrices, it is most effective for solving the eigenvalue problem in (2.1) for symmetric positive
definite matrices . If m=n, A is a positive definite matrix, and Q (2.7) is an orthogonal matrix,
then it is not difficult to show that
0i
=
'X"
q, n,
(2 .15)
A . ,
where A, denotes the i th eigenvalue of A, x, the corresponding normalized eigenvector, and q,
the i th column of matrix Q . If A is symmetric but perhaps not positive definite, we can obtain
its eigenvectors by considering instead A + aI, where a is the smallest quantity that ensures the
definiteness of A + aI, and retrieve the eigenvalues of A via Rayleigh quotients .
Two advantages of 1JAC over 2JAC are that no row accesses are needed and that the matrix V
need not be accumulated . Before discussing the performance of 1JAC and 2JAC for solving
M. Berry, A . Sameh / Overview of parallel algorithms
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dense symmetric eigensystems on the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY X-MP computer systems
(Section 4), we present an alternative approach for solving (2 .1) on a multiprocessor .
3 . Reduction to tridiagonal form and multisectioning
An alternative method for computing the solution of (2.1) on a multiprocessor consists of
reducing the symmetric matrix A, by orthogonal similarity transformations, to tridiagonal form
and then solving the corresponding symmetric tridiagonal eigenvalue problem by a multisection-
ing technique. To retrieve the eigenvectors of matrix A, one can back-transform the eigenvectors
of the corresponding tridiagonal matrix . Before discussing each phase of this method in detail,
we outline the major steps as follows :
Reduction-multisectioning (RMUL) .
Step 1 . Apply n - 2 orthogonal similarity transformations to A =A„ (n X n),
introduces zeros into a particular row and column of matrix A, 1 , while preserving symmetry
and the zeros introduced by previous transformations . An efficient reduction to the tridiagonal
form can be achieved if the application of similarity transformations is cast in terms of
matrix-vector operations (BLAS2) [11] . To be specific, the ith transformation in (3.1) can be
applied using the following operations :
(a) n, ~ A, u,,
(b)
YT
F
XT
- (au, w )u ir, (3 .5)
(c)
A
i+1
`-A,-aa;.uTy r .
Since A is symmetric, we only need to reference the lower triangle of a two-dimensional array for
the matrix-vector multiplication in step (a) . This operation is split into two parts on machines
such as the CRAY X-MP as follows . Let the matrix A ; be partitioned as in Fig. 3 so that the
effective operation involves the following two zn X '',n full matrix-vector products and two
in
X zn symmetric matrix-vector products :
wi-L;.u'+B,TU2, w 2 -B,u'+L2u2,
A,-,1*-QTA,Q„ i=1,2, . . .,n-2, (3 .1)
so that A,-, = T, where T is a symmetric tridiagonal matrix, and each Q, is an
elementary reflector [16] .
Step 2. Solve the following tridiagonal eigenvalue problem via multisectioning (see TREPS
algorithm in [24]),
TZ=ZA, (3 .2)
where A = diag A, contains the eigenvalues of A .
Step 3. Recover the corresponding eigenvectors x i of A,
X = QZ . (3 .3)
where Q = n" ,2Q;, and x; is the ith column of the eigenvector matrix X.
As described in [38], each elementary reflector
Qi =I-aui uT, where auTU1 =2, (3 .4)
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where
u'
u; =
u2
and w
; =
wz
We note that step (b) involves simple vector operations, and that step (c) is a rank 2 update
which effectively achieves 4 vector operations for 4 vector references from memory .
For multiprocessors with hierarchical memories, such as the Alliant FX/8, more efficient
cache management via better data locality can be gained in Step 1 of RMUL if matrix-matrix
operations (BLAS3) are employed in
block Householder transformations [17] . Block formula-
tions of Householder's algorithm are proposed by Bronlund and Johnsen [6], Dietrich [10] and
more recently by Bischof and Van Loan [3] . We adopt the Bischof and Van Loan-method which
is based on the observation that the product of k Householder transformations Hk = Qk
Q2Q1,
where Q; is defined by (3.4) . can be written in the form
Hk = I - VAT,
(3 .6)
where Uk , Vk are m X k-matrices so that Uk =(ul, u 2 , . . ., U k ) and
Vk=(PkVk-1 •
Uk ) . In [3] it is
shown that such a block scheme has the same numerical properties as the classical Householder
factorization method. For Step 1, let
' T, a;e ;k 0 '
A, = a;e B1 BI
0 B2 A,
where T, is symmetric tridiagonal, T, a
R,kX,k
B1 a
Rkxk
B2 is a matrix of order (n - ( i + 1)k)
X k and A; is a square matrix of order n - (i + 1)k . Suppose that a block Householder
transformation I - VkUkT has been determined such that
$i e
(I- VkUk )A,(I- VkUkT)r
T
=
p +T (i+l) (3 .7)
Yi+lele(i+l)k A i+1
where T,. +1 is symmetric tridiagonal of order (i + 1)k and Ai+1 is a matrix of order n - (i + 1)k .
If Yk =A,1Uk and H= Uk Yk , then
A,+1 =A, -
V2 •k Y27k - ( Y2 ,k - V2 kH) V2k ,
where V2 k , Y2,k denote the last n - (i + 1)k rows of Vk and Yk , respectively . To save storage,
A,=
Fig . 3 . Symmetric matrix partitioning for matrix-vector product .
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one can implement (3 .7) utilizing only the lower half of matrix A . We note that that while (3.7)
will introduce zeros in the columns of A proceeding from columns 1 to n - 2, the BLAS2
reduction scheme in (3 .5) will introduce zeros in the rows of A proceeding from rows n to 2 .
With regard to the total number of floating-point operations to produce T for Step 2 in RMUL,
(3.7) will require 1 + 1 .875 k/n times the operations required by (3 .5), where k is the number of
columns in the Uk 's and Vk's. Hence, the cost of redundant operations in (3 .7) diminishes as n
becomes large .
One major motivation for using (3 .7) on a machine such as an Alliant FX/8 lies in the data
locality made possible by the extensive use of matrix-matrix multiplication modules . As
demonstrated in [1] and [15], optimal performance of classical linear algebra algorithms on
hierarchical memory systems, such as that of the Alliant FX/8 and CEDAR [22], can be
achieved by reformulating the algorithm in terms of matrix-matrix operations (BLAS3) . We
illustrate the performance of both BLAS2 and BLAS3 formulations of the reduction to
tridiagonal form in Section 4.
For solving the resulting symmetric tridiagonal eigensystem in (3 .2), we employ the multisec-
tioning technique discussed in [24] . Let T be the n x n-symmetric tridiagonal matrix in (3.2) with
d, and e, (# 0) as the diagonal and subdiagonal elements, respectively,
T[e,, di ,
ei+1]
It is well known [36] that the number of eigenvalues that are smaller than A is given by the
number of negative terms in the Sturm sequence
z
9i(A) = d1
- A , qi(A)=di-A-4,
e'(A)
. (3 .8)
Therefore, given an initial interval, one can find the eigenvalues lying in it by repeated bisection
or multisection of the interval until each distinct or computationally coincident set of eigenvalues
are isolated. Then, a method such as bisection, Newton's method or Zeroin [14] can be used to
extract the eigenvalues .
In the isolation process, parallelism may be achieved by simultaneously computing several
Sturm sequences. We consider here two options :
(1) perform bisection on several intervals (parallel bisection),
(2) partition an interval into subintervals (multisection) .
If we define a multisection of order k as one which splits an interval into k + 1 subintervals, and
assume that there exists only one eigenvalue in a given interval, then
/
nk=1092
b
2e
a l
/1092(k+
1 )
multisections of order k are required to compute that eigenvalue within an absolute error e .
Thus, the efficiency of the multisection of order k compared to bisection (multisection of order
1) is
E
n,_ log, (k + 1)
n
k
k
Thus, multisectioning is preferred in the partitioning process since multisectioning creates more
tasks than bisection, and there are usually several eigenvalues in one interval . However, for the
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extraction of eigenvalues, parallel bisections rather than one high-order multisection is prefer-
able .
After an isolated eigenvalue A; has been computed, the corresponding eigenvector, z„ can be
found by inverse iteration [16] . We note that this procedure is extremely efficient and often
requires only one iteration to achieve convergence . Since the computation of z ; is performed in
the same task which extracts X, the order of potential parallelism depends upon the number of
desired eigenvalues . We also note that there can only be a loss of orthogonality for those
eigenvectors corresponding to close eigenvalues . To remedy this situation, we orthonormalize
those eigenvectors by the modified Gram-Schmidt method . See [24] for details concerning the
specific implementation of this multisectioning scheme (TREPS program) on the Alliant FX/8
and CRAY X-MP/48 .
After the eigenvectors z, of the symmetric tridiagonal matrix T are determined via inverse
iteration, we then back-transform them (see (3.3)) to produce the corresponding eigenvectors x,
of the original dense symmetric matrix A . We note that this back-transformation consists of a
single matrix multiplication (BLAS3) .
4 . Performance of eigensolvers
Both multiprocessor Jacobi methods (IJAC and 2JAC), the reduction-multisectioning method
(RMUL) and EISPACK routines (TRED2 and TQL2), have been compared via experiments
performed on an Alliant FX/8 (128 KB cache), and 1 CPU of a CRAY X-MP/416 at CRAY
Research Inc., Mendota Heights, MN. All computations on both of these machines are
performed using 64-bit arithmetic .
We consider two model problems (2.1) for our comparison of methods :
Problem 1 .
Ax =Ax, A E (0, 1), (4.1)
where the A's are randomly selected via a uniform distribution in (0, 1) .
Problem 2 .
Ax=Ax, A e (0.9, 1), (4.2)
where the A's are randomly selected via a uniform distribution in (0.9, 1) .
Hence, we are considering a uniform (4.1) and clustered (4.2) spectrum for A . In Figs. 4 and 5
we compare the execution times of 1JAC, 2JAC, RMUL and the EISPACK pair, TRED2 and
TQL2, for computing all the eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of Problem 1 on the
Alliant FX/8. Note that RMUL2 and RMUL3 use the BLAS2 and BLAS3 implementations of
Step 1, respectively. In Fig. 4 we consider matrices A of order n, where 50 C n C 400, and in Fig .
5 we consider smaller order matrices, 10 C n S 100 . The superiority of RMUL3 over the other
three methods is demonstrated in Table 1 .
For the experiments in Fig. 4, TQL2 consumes twice as much time as TRED2 for most values
of n, while the reduction (Step 1) and multisectioning/back-transformation (Steps 2 and 3) in
Time in Seconds
80
70 -
60 -
50 -
2JAC
40 -
30 -
20 -
10
0
50
100 200 300
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400 n
Time in Seconds
10 40
Fig. 4. Problem 1 : Computing all eigenvalues and eigen- Fig . 5 . Problem 1 : Computing all eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors on the Alliant FX/8 . vectors on the Alliant FX/8.
RMUL3 both comprise 50% of the total execution time. For n = 400, the TREPS algorithm, [24],
used to solve (3.2), can be 28 and 2 .4 times faster than TQL2 on the Alliant FX/8 and 1 CPU of
a CRAY X-MP/416, respectively . When TREPS is compared against a multiprocessor version
of TQL2, which is based upon a divide and conquer technique, e.g ., TREEQL [12], TREPS is
nearly 5 times faster for eigenvalue distributions similar to that of Problem 1 . For the reduction
of A to tridiagonal form on the Alliant FX/8, the BLAS3 implementation of Step I in RMUL3
is 2 to 3 times faster than EISPACK's TRED2 for n 5 400 . The BLAS2 reduction in RMUL2 is
at best 1 .5 times faster than TRED2, and hence the efficiency of the matrix-matrix operations in
(3 .7) yields a net speed improvement of 1 .7 over the matrix-vector operations used in (3 .5) . On 1
CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416, we note that the BLAS2 reduction in RMUL2 is nearly twice as
fast as TRED2. The execution times for solving Problem I by EISPACK's TRED2 and TQL2,
RMUL2 and both of the Jacobi methods are given in Fig. 6. The speed improvement for
RMUL2 over strictly vectorized implementations of the other three methods is given in Table 2 .
As discussed in [2], IJAC is consistently twice as fast as 2JAC on the Alliant FX/8 (Figs. 4
and 5) . This is not surprising since IJAC involves only the postmultiplication of A by Jacobi
rotations, and requires only one-half the number of multiplications per rotation needed by 2JAC,
provided the number of sweeps for convergence does not vary significantly (6 to 8 sweeps
required by both Jacobi methods for Problem 1) . When comparing speedups due to concurrency
Table I
Speed improvement of RMUL3 over comparable methods on the Alliant FX/8 (Problem 1)
60 80 100 n
Range of n Ratio of execution times
f2JAC 1JAC TRED2+TQL2
RMUL3 RMUL3 RMUL3
(0,100]
9.0
5 .0 3 .5
(100, 4001 17.0 11 .0 4
.0
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Fig. 6. Problem 1 : Computing all eigenvalues and eigen- Fig, 7 . Problem 2 : Computing clustered eigenvalues and
vectors on I CPU of a CRAY X-MP/416 g corresponding eigenvectors on the Alliant FX/8 .
on the Alliant FX/8 (time for 1 vector-processor/time for 8 vector-processors), 1JAC maintains
an optimal speedup near 8 for most matrix orders n, while for 2JAC the speedup drops to
roughly 5 for n 3 100. This behavior for 2JAC is mainly due to the limited size of the
computational cache of the Alliant FX/8, and to the poor data locality associated with row and
column accessing of the matrix A [2] . On I CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416 (Fig. 6), however, the
execution time for the two Jacobi methods does not significantly differ . We note that a threshold
value [36] was not used for either of the Jacobi methods so that an equal number of rotations
were applied per sweep .
Although the Jacobi methods are not the methods of choice for determining the uniformly
distributed eigenvalues (and corresponding eigenvectors) of Problem 1, Fig . 7 demonstrates that
the Jacobi schemes are equally effective to EISPACK and RMUL3 for computing all of the
clustered eigenvalues of Problem 2 for matrices A of size n < 100 . Speed improvements of 2JAC
and IJAC over RMUL3 and TRED2 and TQL2 for Problem 2 are listed in Table 3 . As discussed
in [36], matrices having multiple or clustered eigenvalues, require fewer sweeps by either Jacobi
method .
With regard to the numerical accuracy of the computed eigenvalues and eigenvectors in
Problems 1 and 2, the Jacobi methods and the EISPACK routines consistently yielded residuals,
IIAX
- XAIIF=lo _13 X10 -'s (4 .3)
Table 2
Speed improvement of RMUL2 over comparable methods on 1 CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416 (Problem 1)
Range of n Ratio of execution times
2JAC IJAC TRED2 + TQL2
RMUL2 RMUL2 RMUL2
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Table 3
Speed improvements for Jacobi methods over comparable methods on the Alliant FX/8 (Problem 2)
eigenvectors computed via IJAC is generally superior to that of the other methods . For the
reduction-multisectioning methods, RMUL2 and RMUL3, a slight loss in the orthogonality of
the computed eigenvectors in matrix Z of (3 .2) resulted in a loss of no more than two significant
digits [241 . .
5. Singular value decomposition
As discussed in Section 2, 1JAC is certainly a candidate multiprocessor algorithm for
computing the singular value decomposition in (2.6). However, for
m X n-matrices A in which
m » n, the problem complexity can be reduced if an initial orthogonal factorization of A is
performed . One can then apply the one-sided
Jacobi method, 1JAC, to the resulting upper-trian-
gular matrix R (which may be singular) and obtain the decomposition
(2.6). In this section we
present a multiprocessor method, QJAC, which can be quite effective for computing (2.6) on
machines such as the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY X-MP . Before presenting our comparison of
1JAC, QJAC, and the appropriate EISPACK routines in Section 6, we discuss a new hybrid SVD
scheme .
Given the m X n-matrix A, where m >> n, we perform a block generalization of Householder's
reduction for orthogonal factorization so that
A=QR,
(5 .1)
where Q is an m X n-orthonormal matrix, and R is an n X n-upper-triangular matrix
. The block
formulation given in (3 .6) is used for computing (5 .1) so that extensive use of vector-matrix,
matrix-vector (BLAS2), and matrix-matrix (BLAS3) multiplication modules can be made. The
IJAC algorithm from Section 2 .2 can then be used to obtain the singular value decomposition of
the upper-triangular matrix R .
Hence, the singular value decomposition of an m X n-matrix (m >> n) A (having rank
r)
defined by
A = UXVT,
where UTU= V T V=1, and Z = diag(al, . . ., ar ), a, > 0 for 1 c i < r, can be efficiently de-
termined as follows :
Block Householder-Jacobi (QJAC) .
Step 1 . Apply block Householder reduction via (3 .6) to the matrix A to obtain the factorization
A = QR, (5 .2)
Range of n Ratio of execution times
RMUL3 RMUL3
IJAC
TRED2+TQL2 TRED2+TQL2
2JAC 1JAC2JAC
(0,301 2 .5 3 .5
4
.0
4 .3
[40, 80] 1 .0 1 .5 1 .8
2 .5
where 11 • 11 F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm
. We note that the orthonormality of the
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where Q is m X n with orthonormal columns, and R is upper triangular of order n .
Step 2 . Determine the SVD of the upper-triangular matrix via 1JAC,
R=U
L 021
VT , ( 5 .3)
where U and V are n X r-matrices having orthogonal columns (r =- rank A) and E _
diag a, contains the r nonzero singular values of A .
Step 3 . Recover the left singular vectors u, of A by back-transforming the columns of U:
U = QU, (5
.4)
where Q is the product of the Householder transformations applied in Step 1 and u, is
the i th column of U.
Note that in using 1JAC for computing the SVD of R, we must iterate on a full n X n-matrix
which is initially upper-triangular . This sacrifice in storage must be made in order to capitalize
upon the potential vectorization and parallelism inherent in 1JAC on machines such as the
Alliant FX/8 and CRAY X-MP .
Recent work by Charlier et al. [71 demonstrates that an implementation of Kogbetliantz's
algorithm for computing the SVD of upper-triangular matrices is quite effective on a systolic
array of processors . We recall that Kogbetliantz's method for computing the SVD of a real
square matrix A mirrors the 2JAC method for symmetric matrices in Section 2, in that the
matrix A is reduced to diagonal form by an infinite sequence of plane rotations
Ak+1 = U
A Ak VkT, k=1,2, . . ., (5 .5)
where A1 =-A, and Vk =Vk (i, j, 0fl ), Uk =Uk (i, j, 0' ) are orthogonal plane rotation matrices
which deviate from I and I., respectively, in the (i, i)-, (j, j)-, (i, j)- and (j, i)-entries . It
follows that A k approaches the diagonal matrix 2: =diag(a1, a2 , . . ., a.), where a; is the ith
singular value of A, and the products (Uk . . . U2U1 ), (Vk . . . VZV1 ) approach matrices whose ith
column is the respective left and right singular vector corresponding to a, . For the case when the
a,'s are not pathologically close, Paige and van Dooren [29] have shown that the row (or column)
cyclic Kogbetliantz's method ultimately converges quadratically . For triangular matrices, Char-
her and van Dooren [8] have demonstrated that Kogbetliantz's algorithm converges quadratically
for those matrices having multiple or clustered singular values provided that singular values of
the same cluster occupy adjacent diagonal positions of A, where v is the number of sweeps
required for convergence. Even if we were to assume that R in (5 .1) satisfies this condition for
quadratic convergence of the parallel Kogbetliantz's methods in [29], the ordering of the
rotations and subsequent row (or column) permutations needed to maintain the upper-triangular
form is more efficient for systolic architectures than for shared-memory machines such as the
Alliant FX/8. One clear advantage of using 1JAC to determine the SVD of R lies in that the
rotations defined by (2.9) or (2.10), as applied via the parallel ordering illustrated in Fig . 2,
require no processor synchronization among any set of the [21 n] or [z(n - 1)] simultaneous plane
rotations. The convergence rate of 1JAC, however, does not necessarily match that of
Kogbetliantz's algorithm.
Let us assume that the n X n-matrix A has full column rank n, and constructed such that its
singular values a, are given by
f 1 .0+/Xrl,
	
1 zn,
a
ll
10.0+1X71, '-2n<i n .
After obtaining R via Step I of QJAC, we compare the convergence of the parallel
Kogbetliantz's
algorithm (5.5) in [7] and the above mentioned 1JAC scheme for determining the SVD of
R as
follows. Similar to (2 .4), define
R k =Dk +Ek +Ek,
and
Sk=R
kRk °Dk +Ek +Ek, (5 .7)
where Dk , bk are diagonal matrices and Ek , Ek are strictly upper-triangular . For n = 64,
Fig. 8
depicts the reduction in 11 Ek
11
F for the Kogbetliantz's method and 11 Ek
11
F for 1JAC as a
function of the number of sweeps when rl = 10 -10. For algorithm termination we selected a
tolerance of 10 -14 for the Kogbetliantz's method (see (2 .5)) and 1JAC (see (2.12)) . Since we
constructed A such that the singular values within each of the two clusters (5.6) occupy adjacent
diagonal positions when R k converges, we obtain quadratic convergence for the Kogbetliantz's
method [29] but not for 1JAC. However, for rank deficient matrices A the 1JAC scheme often
requires fewer sweeps than the corresponding Kogbetliantz's method . This phenomenon is
illustrated in Fig . 9 for a square matrix A of order n = 64 and rank 4 having the singular values :
1 .0, 1.0 + 10 -10 , 10.0, 10.0 + 10 -10 . This type of super convergence rate for 1JAC was observed
by Wilkinson in [37] when methods similar to 2JAC (see Section 2) are applied to Hermitian
matrices having clustered or multiple eigenvalues .
In general, we cannot assume that for each of the two clusters of singular values of A (or R) in
O(logm[IIEk,Pk]IFI)
2
0
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Fig. 8
. Convergence of Kogbetliantz's (KOG) and one- Fig. 9. Convergence of Kogbetliantz's (KOG) and one-
sided Jacobi (IJAC) methods for the upper triangular sided Jacobi (1JAC) methods for the upper triangular
matrix R obtained from a matrix A of order 64 and full matrix R obtained from a square matrix A of order 64
column rank.
and column rank 4.
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(5.6), all al's belonging to one of the clusters will occupy adjacent diagonal positions on Rk as
k -. oo . Hence, the set of upper-triangular matrices R for which Kogbetliantz's method con-
verges quadratically may be quite small. On the other hand, from the constraints in (2.8) for the
selection of plane rotations in 1JAC, we will always obtain the a, 's in monotonic nonincreasing
order on the diagonal of Sk in (5.7) as k -> oo . Although we cannot guarantee quadratic
convergence for 1JAC, we can always produce clustered singular values on adjacent positions of
Dk for any matrix A . If we monitor the magnitudes of the elements of Dk and Ek in (5.7) for
successive values of k in 1JAC (for clustered singular values), S k will converge to a diagonal
form through an intermediate block diagonal form, where each of the principal submatrices
(positioned along Dk ) has diagonal elements which comprise one cluster of singular values of A
(see [7]) . Thus, after a particular number of critical sweeps k., we obtain
T,
T2
so that the SVD of each T, . i = 1, 2, . . ., n ., can be computed in parallel by either a Jacobi or
Kogbetliantz's method. Each symmetric matrix T, will, in general, be dense of order q;,
representing the number of singular values of A contained in the ith cluster . Since the quadratic
convergence of Kogbetliantz's method for upper-triangular matrices [8] mirrors the quadratic
convergence of the two-sided Jacobi method (see Section 2.1), 2JAC, for symmetric matrices
having clustered spectra [37], we would obtain a faster global convergence for k > k,,, if 2JAC,
rather than 1JAC, were applied to each of the T, . Thus, a hybrid method consisting of an initial
phase of several 1JAC iterations followed by 2JAC on the resulting subproblems would combine
the optimal parallelism of 1JAC and the fast convergence of the 2JAC method . Of course the
difficulty in implementing such a method lies in the determination of the critical number of
sweeps k, We note that such a hybrid SVD method would be quite suitable for implementation
on multiprocessors such as the CRAY X-MP/416, CRAY-2 and CEDAR [22] . In Fig. 10, we
present a graphical illustration of the Sk,'matrix, k,,,= 5, obtained from the application of 1JAC
on the upper triangular matrix R resulting from Step I of QJAC, when the original 64 x 64-matrix
A has the singular values :
In this illustration, the off-diagonal blocks have elements smaller in magnitude than O(10 -14 )
(1 .0+ixrl, i<16,
10 .0+ix71, 16<i<32,
20.0+iX71, 32<i< 48,
30 .0+ix71, 48<i(64 .
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Fig. 10 . Graphical illustration of an SSmatrix of order 64 yielding four independent SVD subproblems of order 16 .
which are represented by darker shadings. The black portions reflect elements which are zero to
machine precision for the Alliant FX/8, O(10-16 ) . We note that if T„ T2, T3 and T4 are the
consecutive (top left to bottom right in Fig . 10) 16 X 16-principal submatrices corresponding to
the clusters of singular values near 30.0, 20 .0, 10.0 and 1 .0, respectively, then the number of
2JAC (or 1JAC) sweeps needed to diagonalize T4 will be somewhat less than that for T, due to
the smaller magnitudes of the off-diagonal elements for T 4 . This variation in the off-diagonal
elements of the T,'s is substantiated by the norm bounds developed by Wilkinson in his study of
the behavior of Jacobi methods for Hermitian matrices having multiple or close eigenvalues [37] .
For a multiprocessor system such as CEDAR [22] each cluster of processors can determine the
SVD of one of the T's. and hence compute one cluster of singular values and corresponding left
and right singular vectors of A, as specified in Steps 2 and 3 of QJAC . This particular
implementation of a hybrid SVD method on the CEDAR system is currently under investigation .
6. Performance of SVD algorithms
In this section, we compare the performance of the one-sided Jacobi method (IJAC), the block
Householder-Jacobi method (QJAC), the classical bidiagonalization method (SVD) imple-
mented in EISPACK [16,33], and an optimized matrix-vector (BLAS2) implementation of
2 1 0
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EISPACK's SVD, SVD2 (see [111). All experiments are performed on the Alliant FX/8 and I
CPU of a CRAY X-MP/416 . For each method considered, all singular values and singular
vectors were computed to the same accuracy (using 64-bit arithmetic) as those obtained via the
EISPACK routine, SVD.
As in Section 4, we consider two model problems :
Problem 3. .
A=U2VT, a,=i, (6 .1)
where A is m x n with column rank r, and Z = diag a„ i = 1, 2, . . ., r .
Problem 4 .
A=UTV', a.E(1 .0,1 .0+c), (6 .2)
where A is m X n with column rank r, and c is a small positive constant .
As with the eigenvalues in the model problems discussed in Section 4, we consider both a
uniform and clustered distribution for the singular values of A .
Figure 11 depicts the time consumed in computing the SVD of Problem 3 for m X 128-matrices
A on the Alliant FX/8 . For m >> n, QJAC is clearly superior to the EISPACK routines, SVD
and SVD2. In fact, from Fig . 11 we note that QJAC consumes less time than SVD (SVD2) by a
factor that ranges from 2 (1 .3) for m = 500 to 9 .6 (5 .3) for m = 10000 . The BLAS2 implementa-
tion of SVD, i .e ., SVD2, utilizes the matrix-vector operations similar to those in (3 .5) to apply
and accumulate the Householder transformations used to reduce A to the bidiagonal form [11] .
This results in an improvement of performance by a factor of approximately 1 .7 over that of
SVD2. The advantage of performing the block Householder factorization in Step 1 of QJAC and
using 1JAC on the n x n-upper-triangular matrix R rather than the original m x n-matrix A is
clear from Fig. 11 ; QJAC can be as much as 10 .5 times faster than IJAC.
On the Alliant FX/8, QJAC is the optimal SVD algorithm, provided m >, 200 and a > 2,
Table 4
Speed improvement of QJAC over SVD2 on the Alliant FX/8 and 1 CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416 (Problem 3)
' Unreported speed improvement on the Alliant FX/8 reflects memory limitations when a > 100
.
n =128
SVD2
QJAC
m a
Alliant FX/8' CRAY X-MP/416
512 4 1 .5 0 .1
1024 8 2.5 0 .2
2048 16 3.0
0
.3
8192 64 5 .2 0 .8
10000 78 .1 5 .0 0.9
20000 156.3
1
.6
30000 234.4
1 .7
40000 312.5
1 .9
50000 390.6 - 2 .0
Time in Seconds
	
Time in Seconds
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SVD2
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Fig. 11. Problem 3 : Computing the singular value de- Fig. 12 . Problem 4; Computing clustered singular values
composition of m x 128-matrices on the Alliant FX/8
. and corresponding singular vectors of m x 128-matrices
having column rank 128 and 4 on the Alliant FX/8 .
where a =- m/n. For m > 200, QJAC is recommended for a 3 4, otherwise SVD2 should be used .
Table 4 illustrates the speed improvement realized by QJAC over SVD2 on the Alliant FX/8
and 1 CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416 for Problem 3 when n = 128 and 4 c a < 400. Although
QJAC can be well vectorized on 1 CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416, the inability to perform Jacobi
rotations in parallel can significantly reduce its effectiveness on this machine . This is not always
the case, however, if fast convergence in Step 2 is guaranteed .
From Section 5, we recall the fast convergence associated with 1JAC for rank deficient
matrices having clustered singular values . Hence, we expect good performance from QJAC in
determining the SVD of Problem 4 . In Fig. 12, we show the Alliant FX/8 execution times of
SVD2 and QJAC for computing the SVD of m X 128-matrices of column rank 128 (solid lines)
and 4 (dashed lines) of Problem 4, where c = 10-10 . We note that QJAC can be up to 6 (4) times
faster than SVD2 for the rank 128 (4) case.
7. Conclusions
For the solution of dense symmetric eigenvalue problems on multiprocessor computer systems,
we have presented an efficient method, RMUL, which is based on the coupling of an efficient
reduction to tridiagonal form with a multisectioning scheme for the isolation and extraction of
eigenvalues. For hierarchical memory architectures, such as the Alliant FX/8, we strongly
recommend the use of a block Householder reduction method based on BLAS3 . For vector
machines such as the CRAY X-MP, a BLAS2 (matrix-vector) reduction may be more suitable .
For uniform eigenvalue distributions, we have shown that RMUL can be 2 and 4 times faster
than the classical EISPACK pair, TRED2 and TQL2, on 1 CPU of the CRAY X-MP/416 and
the Alliant FX/8, respectively. For matrices having multiple or clustered eigenvalues, we have
demonstrated the effectiveness of a parallel one-sided Jacobi scheme, 1JAC, which can be as
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much as 2.5 times faster than TRED2 and TQL2 for small order matrices .
For the computation of the singular value decomposition on the Alliant FX/8 and CRAY
X-MP, we have presented two algorithms which significantly outperform the classical bidi-
agonalization method, as implemented in EISPACK . The first algorithm, SVD2, simply incorpo-
rates BLAS2 (matrix-vector) operations in the reduction to bidiagonal form, while the second
algorithm, QJAC, initially performs an orthogonal factorization of the original matrix and then
applies the 1JAC algorithm to the upper-triangular R . For suitably rectangular matrices having
uniformly distributed singular values, QJAC can be as much as 9 times faster than EISPACK's
SVD and 5 times faster than SVD2 on the Alliant FX/8 . For square matrices of large order we
recommend using the SVD2 method rather than QJAC .
Finally, we have discussed a potential hybrid SVD method for matrices having multiple or
clustered singular values . This method capitalizes upon the parallelism of one-sided Jacobi
methods and the convergence properties of two-sided Jacobi methods .
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